
THANK YOU AND WELCOME
Thanks for becoming a Citizens’ Assembly Advocate. 

Remember our Third Demand, asking for a government supported Citizen’s Assembly? It may 
be the least sexy one, but this is exactly why we need you to help us to spread the word and 
explain that citizens’ assemblies are on the one hand effective, evidence-based solutions, yet can 
also be beautifully revolutionary. Demands 1 & 2 will be met if we get Demand 3 - the truth will 
have to be told and government will have to act.

XR does not exist to give all the answers, but a Citizens’ Assembly is a process which can help 
our broken society find a way forward. But a UK-wide Citizens’ Assembly on the Climate and 
Ecological Emergency won’t appear by itself! And this is where we all come in. The aim of the 
Citizens’ Assembly Advocate Network is to have one an advocate in each local group across the 
country. Your task is to ensure that your local XR group knows all about the Third Demand and 
we will provide opportunities for the Network to get together, keep learning about deliberative 
democracy and to share our experiences. Once you’re in your stride and if you are interested in 
going further, there are opportunities to share with your local community and to help lobby 
your local MP for a UK-wide Citizens’ Assembly - but getting your local XR group up to speed 
is the most important place to begin.

To get started, see below for your pathway through our list of introductory resources, 
which can also be found on our website. Please let us know if you plan any CA talks, so we 
can publicise them and help you reach your audience. Lastly, if you have any questions or 
comments, please get in touch. We’re in this together!

GET iN TOUCH WiTH Us

caan@rebellion.earth

Our website is xrcitizensassembly.uk

You can also find us on Twitter @CitizensXr

About XR Citizens’ 

Assembly Working Group

The Citizens’ Assembly Working 
Group is Extinction Rebellion’s go-to 
group of rebels for anything related 
to citizens’ assemblies and XR’s third 
demand. Information about what citizens 
assemblies are,  why XR is asking for one, 
why it’s needed etc.

ttps://xrcitizensassembly.uk/caan/
mailto:caan%40rebellion.earth?subject=
http://xrcitizensassembly.uk
https://twitter.com/CitizensXr


WE ALL WANT A FUTURE 
FOR OUR CHILDREN

And we, ourselves, must decide 

how to deal with the

CLIMATE AND 
ECOLOGICAL EMERGENCY

WE DEMAND A 
CITIZENS’ ASSEMBLY

WHO?

People from all walks of life, randomly selected like a jury
HOW?

Run by an independent organisation free from interference by government, 
corporations, or anyone else - including Extinction Rebellion 

Investigate the issues in depth
 Consider evidence and views from all sides

Question and discuss in small groups
Make decisions together about how we move forward. 

RESULT?

 Real democracy: a new direction for the country
    made by people for the people

Find out more at  

www.rebellion.earth/citizens-assembly

Email: xr-CitizensAssembly@protonmail.com

GETTING sTARTED
Your basic kit to get you started ... click to access these on the website [link]

A perfect short intro film which you could play 
before your talk, if you have the facilities. In “The 
Deliberate Rebellion” by All Hands On, we explain 
why we need a Citizens’ Assembly on Climate and 
Ecological Justice. 12min

Your essential resource, The Third Demand: Citizens’ 
Assembly talk. This is available as a Powerpoint 
presentation containing speaker’s notes and a PDF of 
the slides and notes separately.   

Filmed version of the The Third Demand: Citizens’ 
Assembly Talk (longer than current version). 30min

[It is helpful to watch as a starting point, to give you idea 

of the structure of the talk. Furthermore, if you’re not 

confident to give the talk yourself yet, maybe you just 

play this for the group and allow some question time?]

Basic leaflet about the Third Demand and 
Citizens’ Assemblies, as an e-flyer and a 
printable version.  

Short animation explaining a 
citizens’ assembly. 1min

Some confidence-boosting suggestions 

Deliver in a pair as a Q&A session: the questions acting to help prompt you as you go 

Practice amongst friends, and/or your affinity group

Step it up and give the talk to your local XR group

Remember, you don’t have to be an expert, you can say you don’t know.

And any qustions that do come up that you are unsure about - just get in touch and 
we can help fill you in. 

You can find many more resources on our website xrcitizensassembly.uk/caan

The Extinction Rebellion Guide to Citizens’ Assemblies, selfie-cards, 
social media graphics about citizens’ assemblies and much more!

THE EXTINCTION 

REBELLION GUIDE TO  

CITIZENS’ ASSEMBLIES

http://xrcitizensassembly.uk/caan

